Electrochemical biosensors and the associated concept of redox detection at nanogap electrodes have enabled ultra-sensitive detection of biomolecules. While experimental demonstrations have been encouraging, the associated design and optimization aspects are inherently challenging from multiple aspects related to numerical complexity. Here, We analyze electrochemical sensing in nanogap design and the finite difference lumped model representing the reaction-diffusion phenomenon and develop a facile simulation scheme to address this challenge using well established electronic circuit analysis techniques which are available as open software. We have incorporated electrode kinetics in a nanogap sensor, making our model well suited to address a multitude of scenarios related to sensors involving even complicated electrode geometries beyond the simple onedimensional architectures. We demonstrate a nanogap based redox detection model along with the analytical validation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biosensors, which aim at detecting and measuring the concentration of molecules in samples are widely used for diagnosis purpose (blood, glucose, proteins, tumors, heart seizure risk, etc.), for pollution and contamination detection in various environments (water, tissues, air, food, etc.), for the pharmaceutics industry (drug discovery and analysis, chemical compound dosing, preclinical validations, etc.), or for fundamental research in biology (cell signaling measurement, DNA sequencing, cell detection, metabolic engineering). Of the many competing technologies, electrochemical detection based on redox cycling has reported significant recent progress.
Single electrode-based detection schemes like chronoamperometry has inherent disadvantages related to diffusion-limited response. Further, a target molecule or the associated mediator results in a single event of charge transfer at the electrode. Nanogap based electrochemical detection circumvents this limitation through two or more electrodes configured in a redox detection mode. Here successive oxidation and reduction of analyte molecules at two closely spaced electrodes lead to current amplification and, thus, the detection limit of electrochemical sensors is significantly better. Despite this interesting concept and significant experimental results, there are significant challenges due to the inherent numerical complexities.
In this manuscript, we develop a scheme to explore the reaction-diffusion phenomenon in the nanogap sensor. As such, this is a complex challenge related to numerical simulations as one needs to account for diffusion of two species along with non-linear Butler-Volmer reaction kinetics at the electrodes. However, we show that this can be conveniently addressed based on electronic circuit simulation tools. Below, we first describe the methodology and then show the results.
II. MODEL SYSTEM AND METHODOLOGY
A generalized scheme for nanogap based redox detection is shown in Fig. 1 . Here, the two electrodes are so configured that a redox species can shuttle between them, which results in an amplified electrode current. For example, assume that at electrode A (E A ), the species R gets converted to O, which then diffuses to electrode B (E B ) where it gets converted back to R again. So every additional molecule of R (or O) results in multiple charge transfer reactions at both electrodes, thus increasing the current significantly. The time dependent electrode currents can be obtained through the simultaneous solution of transport of redox species as well as the electron transfer reactions at the electrodes. Under the assumption of negligible electric field or fluid motion, the transport of redox species is given by:
where the term ρ denotes the density of either R or O species (denoted by the subscript), and D denotes the corresponding diffusion coefficient. The electrode current density due to electron transfer reactions at the electrodes A (at x = 0) and B (at x = W , W is the spacing between the electrodes or the nanogap) are given as:
Here, K F denote the R → O reaction while K R denotes the O → R reaction. The subscript A or B denotes electrode A or B, respectively. F is the Faraday's constant, and n denotes the electrons involved in a single reaction. In general, the reaction rates depend on the potential applied at the electrode and the formal potential of the species and is represented in the Butler-Volmer formalism (i.e.,
is the applied potential, and V F is the formal potential of the reaction).
Of the several techniques to solve the above equations numerically, the finite difference (FD) scheme involves converting the partial differential equation over the region of interest into a set of algebraic equations over a set of grid points and then numerically solving them. One such spatial grid is shown in Fig. 1 , where the grid point or node 1 corresponds to electrode A and node N corresponds to electrode B. For simplicity, a uniform grid is considered (which need not be the case) which results in x = W/(N − 1). For a 1D case, an altered form of FD representation of eq. (1) (done purposefully to develop an equivalence with electronic circuits, as will be evident further) is:
where the variable i denotes the location (i.e., a particular grid point). The above equation then can be interpreted in simple terms as: The LHS denotes the rate of increase in the concentration of R at location i, over a grid spacing of x. Interestingly, this is nothing but the diffusion flux towards it from the neighboring nodes, and this flux is proportional to the difference in the concentration between the node points.
While the above is sufficient to account for the transport of R (similar treatment needed for O as well), the equivalent FD representation at the electrode is more complex. At the first node (i.e., x = 0), there are three aspects one needs to account -(i) the change in concentration, (ii) the diffusion flux, and (iii) the reaction happening at the electrode and its contribution to the concentration. Application of detailed balance (which is also known as continuity equations in semiconductor theory), indicates that the appropriate FD representation of the reaction and diffusion processes at the electrode interface, with i = 1, is given by:
Similar equation at x = W (or i = N ) holds good for the reaction and diffusion process at electrode B. Equations (3) and (4), appropriately set up at every node for both R and O species, can be numerically solved to obtain the transient as well the steady-state electrode current in a nanogap based redox detection scheme. While it could certainly be attempted in a conventional manner by setting up matrix equations and backward Euler scheme, a direct analogy to circuit analysis (i.e., Kirchoff's laws) provide an opportunity to solve the same complex problem using well established EDA toolsthus simplifying the optimization efforts.
We know that there exists a well-known analogy between electrostatics and diffusion problems in biology. Specifically, under steady-state conditions, diffusion equation, and Laplace equation of electrostatics have the same functional form. Hence the parameter pairs -voltage and density, charge and diffusion flux becomes equivalent, and thus solutions/insights in one field can be easily adapted to others with appropriate change in parameters. There exist a similar analogy to circuits as well as the current through a resistor depends on the potential difference between its nodes (i.e., here the equivalent parameters are potential and concentration, electric current and diffusion flux, etc.). So, the equation (3) can be represented by an equivalent circuit where the node i is connected to its neighboring nodes with the resistors of value R t = x/D, subscript t denoting the transport. While this accounts for the RHS, the LHS indicates that every node should be connected to the ground through a capacitor of value C i = x as well, subscript i denoting the internal node.
The treatment for the boundary nodes where electrode reactions need to be accounted for is different from that of the internal nodes. A close scrutiny of eq. (4) indicates that, for node 1, in addition to a resistor which connects it to node 2, there should be an additional resistor R = 1/K F A connected to the ground and an additional dependent current source I = K RA ρ O as well. Note that this current source depends on the concentration of O at x = 0. Further, the LHS indicates that a capacitor C b = x/2 should be connected to the ground, subscript b denoting the boundary node.
Once the above described conceptual mapping to circuit elements is done, transient diffusion problems could be easily solved using EDA tools, thus reducing the computational complexity. We note that a similar approach was reported in ref. 1 to solve transient diffusion problems of single species. However, they used different formalism for R and C (R = x 2 /D, and C = 1, which results in the same RC product as our proposed scheme). Such a formalism is not equipped to incorporate electrode kinetics in a nanogap sensor. Our formalism, described above, is conceptually correct and dimensionally consistent and hence is well suited to address a multitude of scenarios related to electrochemical sensors, as illustrated below.
III. MODELING OF NANOGAP SENSORS
Let us now illustrate the capability of our formalism by addressing the ID system of nanogap sensors ID system: Diffusion limited response For the diffusionlimited case, we need to solve the transient diffusion equation for both R and O subject to the condition that the concentration of R at electrode A is zero, while the concentration of O at electrode B is zero. Further, the rate of consumption of R at electrode A is the same as the rate of generation of O at electrode A (and similar condition at electrode B). This requires construction of not just one, but two equivalent circuits (each representing the transport of only one species) with the dependent current sources as shown below. Note that the node with number i in the first circuit represent the same spatial location as the node N + i in the second circuit. Accordingly, the current that sinks at node 1 is the electrode current due to R → O reaction at electrode A which is the same current that sources the generation of O in the second circuit at node N +1. A similar argument explains the electrode current and circuit elements at electrode B. Fig. 2 . Equivalent circuit for nanogap based redox detecton in diffusionlimited regime.
The above system of coupled circuits can now be used to explore the performance of nanogap sensors. Figure 3) indicates that the concentration profiles are linear under steadystate conditions as predicted by the diffusion equation. The transient features are shown in Fig. 4 . The initial condition is such that only R species is present (density of ρ R ) at t = 0. Accordingly, the initial current at electrode A is several orders of magnitude larger than that at electrode B. However, as expected, the electrode currents match at steadystate conditions and compare very well with the analytical predictions.
From Ref. 2, steady-state current density for two planar electrodes is given by
where n is the number of electrons involved in the redox reaction, and p R is the initial analyte concentration. The abovedescribed results (Fig. 4 ) compare very well with analytical predictions and hence serve as a validation that the proposed methodology is conceptually sound and useful.
Having established the methodology for electronic circuit based simulation of redox detection, We now consider the general case with finite rates of chemical reactions at the electrodes. ID system: Generalized scheme Incorporation of finite reaction rates at electrodes as circuit elements is the next challenge to adapt EDA techniques for electrochemical sensors. However, this can be achieved in a clever manner: Eq. (2) indicates that the current at any electrode depends on the concentration of R and O molecules near the surface. As far as the R network is concerned, the dependence on R is nothing but a resistive component (R d = 1/K F A , subscript d denoting degradation resistor). But the dependence on O, which is part of the second network, can be conveniently represented by a dependent current source (I = K RA ρ O or I = K RA V N +1 ). A similar procedure is followed for electrode B in the R network and then for the electrodes in the O network. Based on these realizations, the equivalent circuits, along with the values of resistors and current sources for the generalized scheme is as shown below. The convention regarding the equivalence of nodes, circuit elements, etc. remain the same as in the previous section. Analytical expression for steady-state current density (Ref.
3) in the reaction-diffusion regime is as follows:
K H and K L are the rate constant values used at the electrodes (subscripts H and L denote the higher and lower values of rate constants, respectively). Assuming that oxidation is the favorable reaction at electrode A and reduction is the favorable one at electrode B, we assign K F A = K H , K RA = K L , K RB = K H , and K F B = K L (Same K H value is used for favorable reactions at corresponding electrodes and vice versa). Figure 6 shows a comparison of the numerical simulation results and analytical predictions. The generalized scheme predicts the nanogap sensor response over several orders of magnitude change in the reaction parameters.
The variation of time taken to reach steady-state conditions is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of reaction rates. Also plotted is asymptotic analytical estimates for the same. Under the diffusion-limited regime, the time taken to reach a steadystate is nothing but the time taken by the molecules to shuttle between the two electrodes, which is given by W 2 /D. For the reaction dominant case, the settling time can be obtained by a simple analysis. At any time, the number of molecules N absorbed at the electrode surface in time t is given as
We know that the total number of molecules at t, under the assumption of fast diffusion, is N = pAL. The differential equation formulated using these set of equations yields time constant τ = L/K H , and we estimate 5τ as reaction dependent settling time. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, here we proposed a novel methodology to simulated nanogap biosensors. The proposed scheme uses the finite difference lumped model representing the reactiondiffusion phenomenon analyzed using open-source electronic circuit analysis tools. The simulation results compare very well with analytical predictions and hence validates the modeling methodology. Our formalism incorporates electrode kinetics in a nanogap sensor and hence is well suited to address a multitude of scenarios related to sensors. Future work is to address the implications of electrode geometry on the detection limits of redox detection of molecules. One can also modify the scheme to consider fluid flow and obtain the optimum geometry in the presence of fluid flow
